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Abstract
LLVM [21] is designed for the compile-time, link-time and run-time optimization of programs written
in various programming languages. The language supported by LLVM targeted by modern compilers
is LLVM IR [29]. In this paper we define K-LLVM, a reference semantics for LLVM IR. To
the best of our knowledge, K-LLVM is the most complete formal LLVM IR semantics to date,
including all LLVM IR instructions, intrinsic functions in the LLVM documentation and Standard-C
library functions that are necessary to execute many LLVM IR programs. Additionally, K-LLVM
formulates an abstract machine that executes all LLVM IR instructions. The machine allows to
describe our formal semantics in terms of simulating a conceptual virtual machine that runs LLVM
IR programs, including non-deterministic programs. Even though the K-LLVM memory model in
this paper is assumed to be a sequentially consistent memory model and does not include all LLVM
concurrency memory behaviors, the design of K-LLVM’s data layout allows the K-LLVM abstract
machine to execute some LLVM IR programs that previous semantics did not cover, such as the
full range of LLVM IR behaviors for the interaction among LLVM IR casting, pointer arithmetic,
memory operations and some memory flags (e.g. readonly) of function headers. Additionally, the
memory model is modularized in a manner that supports investigating other memory models. To
validate K-LLVM, we have implemented it in K [41], which generated an interpreter for LLVM IR.
Using this, we ran tests including 1,385 unit test programs and around 3,000 concrete LLVM IR
programs, and K-LLVM passed all of them.
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1 Introduction
The Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) is designed for the compile-time, link-time and
run-time optimizations of programs written in unspecified programming languages. An LLVM-
based compiler, such as Clang, relies on a translation from a high-level source language to an
intermediate representation (LLVM IR) that hides details about the specific target execution
platform and acts as an interface for LLVM. Then, users are able to use the LLVM tools
to perform program optimizations, transformations, and static analyses based on LLVM
IR, which can also be translated into target architectures such as x86, PowerPC, and ARM.
Hence, LLVM IR acts as a “central station” for translating high-level languages to target
architectures, with a fixed set of language syntax, instructions, library functions, and a
memory model [29].
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When using LLVM IR in Clang, the correctness of executing programs is a big concern.
Previous work [44, 30] has identified more than 200 LLVM compiler bugs. To verify Clang,
we first need to know what the correct behavior of LLVM IR is. However, there are several
issues about the currently existing language specifications related to LLVM IR. This paper
provides an overview of a relatively complete semantics addressing these issues. One challenge
to giving a complete semantics is its sheer size. To the best of our knowledge, VeLLVM
[45] is the only notable and published attempt to give LLVM IR a formal semantics, and
it only provides a limited subset of LLVM IR features, which does not include the LLVM
library functions, a multi-threaded memory model, or the standard-C library functions. A
second challenge is finding the right balance between mathematical abstractions and real
world concrete details about the LLVM IR semantics. Most of the previous work [45, 18, 17]
has utilized mathematical abstractions for the LLVM IR semantics so that theorems could
be proved in an elegant and simple way. However, LLVM IR is not a high enough level
of language that such abstractions can reflect the full semantics with total precision. Its
semantics contains a lot of detailed information that a real implementable semantics needs
to explain. For example, even though VeLLVM allows memory alignments, it does not allow
memory operations to have alignment information. In LLVM IR, if the alignment value
for a memory operation is not set properly, the behavior can be undefined. The lack of
such information means that VeLLVM lacks the definition of important features of LLVM
IR. Filling in all these details is challenging but important for defining the whole LLVM
IR semantics. Third, even if one has the details in their semantics, we still need a good
way to combine them together to form a unified framework with simplicity and modularity.
For example, the C semantics in K [11] has considered many details of the memory layouts
necessary for executing C programs. However, its execution and memory models are so basic
that any extension of the semantics requires a major change in them, such as the extension
of atomic memory operations. In this paper, a rigorous executable specification is formalized
for the LLVM IR language to overcome these problems. Our K-LLVM semantics defines
almost all of the features in LLVM IR that are listed in the LLVM IR documentation (see
Limitations at the end of this section), which has more than 219 pages. K-LLVM also
offers a unified framework as an abstract machine that executes LLVM IR programs. The
framework allows us to cover all corner case semantics of LLVM IR operations. The full
details of our semantics can be found in the K-LLVM implementation [26]. This paper
highlights an interesting portion of K-LLVM to show how one can possibly find a balance
between abstractions and real world programming to provide a better, clearer, and more
useful language semantics. First, we introduce some benefits, features, and a limitation of
K-LLVM.
The Most Complete LLVM IR Semantics. K-LLVM is the most complete LLVM IR
semantics to date, and provides a reference for people to use when exploring LLVM IR
behaviors, including threading behaviors. The semantics is complete relative to a byte-wise,
sequentially consistent memory model. K-LLVM defines corner cases for all LLVM IR
operations, some of which have not been defined by previous work.
A Unified and Rigorously Mathematical Framework. We provide a unified and rigorously
mathematical framework where people can observe the semantic behaviors in a single interface
and also prove properties of compilers, with a focus on LLVM IR and LLVM IR compilers.
Transforming programs from a high-level language to a low-level machine code requires a lot
of phases, each of which might cause correctness concerns. For example, the infamous out-of-
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thin-air problems can arise at every level of intermediate AST as a result of a transformation
or compiler optimization. They can even appear when some old processors try to execute
certain programs [35]. K-LLVM provides a way for users to reason about the behaviors of
these translations based on the rigorous executable semantics of LLVM IR.
A Conceptual Device and a Virtual Machine. K-LLVM is implemented as a virtual
machine that runs LLVM IR codes, that are interpretable by users. Instead of having to
understand axiomatized memory events, they deal with central processors, threads, memory
caches, etc. K-LLVM accomplishes this by providing an abstract machine that combines
its runtime system, executions and memory models (in byte-wise sequential consistency). It
implements the executable LLVM IR semantics for version 6.0.0. The abstract machine is also
scalable. With simple changes to the current K-LLVM, the machine can allow the LLVM
IR instructions to be executed out of order, handle speculative executions, and simulate a
real-world memory environment that allows for features such as memory caches.
Detailed LLVM IR Low-level Structure. LLVM IR is a low enough language that one cannot
define the semantics without explicitly incorporating aspects of the underlying architecture.
It is important to deal with low-level data values like integers, floats, and pointers in a
more detailed format based on bits and bytes, instead of pure mathematical concepts (see
Section 3.2).
Parametric Behavior. K-LLVM has been implemented in a direct and transparent manner
in K, resulting in an interpreter for LLVM IR. K-LLVM is parameterized by important
information needed for implementing defined behaviors. Users can configure the parameters of
the semantics based on specific architectures or compilers, and then proceed to see executable
behaviors formally in the implementation in K.
Undefined Behavior. We classify three different types of undefinedness in LLVM IR. The
first one is undef, which represents an unspecified value for a program position; the program
should proceed no matter what the value is. In some cases, undef also means that the
program has ill-defined behavior, such as representing a race in the memory. There are two
ways to deal with undef in K-LLVM: krun can be used to execute a program with undef
and get a fixed deterministic behavior by assuming one path, or ksearch can be used to
search for all different behaviors by executing the program non-deterministically. Sometimes,
the non-deterministic search space caused by undef values in LLVM IR is too large. In
such cases, the symbolic execution engine in ksearch with the K equivalence checker can be
used to determine if two programs return the same results. Additional discussion can be
found in Section 5. The second kind of undefinedness is an undefined behavior represented
by a poison value, because LLVM IR does not have a defined symbol for it. Its meaning is
similar to undef, but it has certain undefined behaviors associated with it. K-LLVM will
carry the poison value and continue computation until a non-deterministic point is reached,
then give an error message saying that there is a poison value in the program, and stop the
continuation of the computation. If no non-deterministic point is found, K-LLVM can finish
the computation successfully. The third kind results from underspecification in the LLVM
IR documentation. We named this as unspecified behaviors in this paper. When facing
the third kind, K-LLVM immediately labels the computation an error state, saying there is
an unspecified behavior in the system. More information can be found in Section 5.
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Independent of K. The implementation in K gives K-LLVM the power to have an
interpreter automatically, and have tools for state space searching and symbolic executions.
Essentially, K [42] is an executable semantic framework based a rewriting logic [34]. Once a
language semantics is defined in K, it automatically turns it into a logical form by turning
each semantic rule into an axiomatic rule with pre and post-conditions; thus, it creates an
axiom set for the language. Additionally, there are many tools available in K. For example,
kompile can be used to see if the semantics has static type problems and to generate an
interpreter, so that krun can be used with the interpreter to test their semantics by actual
concrete programs. ksearch allows searches of traces of multi-threaded programs based on
the interpreter. The symbolic engine in ksearch and the program equivalence checker in
K can allow for two sets of traces to be compared by symbolically executing two different
multi-threaded programs and seeing if the two sets produce the same output. Even though
we have defined K-LLVM in K, the semantics is independent of its implementations in K.
In fact, we have defined the K-LLVM abstract machine in Isabelle [39] for manually proving
theorems about K-LLVM. Additional discussion is presented in Section 5.
Limitations. In this paper, the K-LLVM memory model is based on byte-wise sequential
consistency. LLVM IR specifies a range of behaviors for memory operations with different
orderings and for volatile memory accesses, while K-LLVM does not support the full
range. In K-LLVM, every memory location is mapped to a single byte datum; there is only
one memory cache to deal with all memory operation requests from the different threads.
Single thread instruction execution is in the program order. Based on this model with the
K-LLVM abstract machine, we provide an observation in Section 4.4. We implemented
the full LLVM IR concurrency model (based on the glibc and pthread_create libraries)
in K with all of the memory ordering behaviors of the atomic memory operations, but we
have not yet finished proving the properties of that model; so it will be a future extension of
K-LLVM. The work is described in the technical report [26].
2 Related Work
The K-LLVM semantics builds on top of the LLVM semantics in K by Ellison and Lazar [10].
Our semantics directly extends their work to support missing features, including a more precise
memory model and concurrency. Here we provide a description of other projects related
to the definition of the LLVM IR semantics, and also review large language specifications
related to our design.
Other LLVM IR Semantics. Besides K-LLVM, the other formal executable semantics for
LLVM-IR are VeLLVM [24] and the previous LLVM semantics in K [10]. VeLLVM was the
first project to define a relatively complete specification for the core of LLVM IR. It is defined
in the theorem prover Coq [2] and covers a core set of LLVM IR instructions. VeLLVM
formalizes a mechanized semantics for LLVM IR, its type system, and the properties of its
SSA form. It also has an interpreter extracted from Coq that ran 145 test programs and
passed 134 of them. The memory model of VeLLVM is based on CompCert [3, 25] with
newly developed features that are specifically designed by the VeLLVM team for capturing
the memory data layout features in LLVM IR. Their model associates metadata to memory
byte data fields, so that an execution of a LLVM IR program can utilize the metadata. This
feature is similar to the memory data layout in K-LLVM (see Sec. 4.3). With VeLLVM,
users can prove properties about translations defined in LLVM IR. Several papers, such as
[24, 17], have been published about compiler correctness, memory models, and verification of
compiler schemes using VeLLVM.
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There are two levels of difference between K-LLVM and VeLLVM. The first level is
the quantitative level. K-LLVM defines semantics for a larger set of LLVM IR operations,
LLVM IR operation features, and library functions than what VeLLVM define. This is partly
because the original VeLLVM semantics was based on LLVM 2.0, while K-LLVM is built
on top of LLVM 6.0.0. There are also features that VeLLVM claimed not to define but
K-LLVM covers, such as the different calling conventions. K-LLVM allows users to set up
different calling conventions for the abstract machine that executes K-LLVM programs, and
these different conventions show different execution behaviors in function call semantics. The
second level is the qualitative level. K-LLVM formalizes the LLVM semantics using a more
directly operational method, reflecting the possible implementation of semantics in a virtual
computer, while VeLLVM focuses on the formalization of LLVM semantics as a mathematical
object. The virtual computer upon which the K-LLVM semantics is built is split into
common conceptual computer components, and the K-LLVM semantics investigates the
interactions between different LLVM IR operations and these different components.
There are three main differences between K-LLVM and VeLLVM on the qualitative level.
The first difference is that the abstract machine underlying K-LLVM supports the memory
object model under the multi-threaded environment, while VeLLVM is single-threaded, which
is all the LLVM documentation [29] specifies for the LLVM IR. The second difference is
the handling of the stack and heap memories. VeLLVM implements the stack and heap
using the same allocation semantics, allocating blocks in main memory. On the other hand,
K-LLVM views them as different components, with each thread having its own size-limited
stack accessed by alloca, but with one shared heap accessed by malloc. The different ways
that each of VeLLVM and K-LLVM provides semantics of memory usage in LLVM IR show
one of the key philosophical differences between the approaches of the two systems. It’s true
that the LLVM documentation does not mention the difference between stack and heap,
therefore it is correct for VeLLVM to use the same semantics for stack and heap allocations.
However, LLVM is a low-level language that contains certain machine level features. A major
design feature of K-LLVM is to formalize an LLVM semantics based on a general underlying
machine structure, which captures many real-world machine features. These features include
being able to support glibc libraries, and the ability to express the LLVM IR multi-threaded
semantics based on the interactions among different components in the machine. For these
reasons, K-LLVM needs a more complex and low-level specification for malloc and alloca
operations.
The third difference is formalization of memory location objects (layout structures). Both
VeLLVM and K-LLVM have special byte data structures including metadata to keep track
of pointer provenance information in a memory location, but VeLLVM has two different byte
data structures, one for byte data that are originally stored as basic data such as integers or
floats, and one for byte data that are originally stored as pointers. In addition, VeLLVM
does not have special structures for basic data values in the registers to carry these metadata.
This allows K-LLVM to give semantics to more valid LLVM IR programs. For example,
assume that we execute the following LLVM program piece in VeLLVM and K-LLVM.
1 %r1 = call i8* @malloc (i64 4)
2 %r2 = call i8* @malloc (i64 4)
3 %r3 = bitcast i8* %r1 to i64*
4 %r4 = ptrtoint i8* %r2 to i64
5 store i64 %r4 , i64* %r3
6 %r5 = bitcast i64* %r3 to i64**
7 %r6 = load i64*, i64** %r5
8 store i64 1, i64* %r6
...
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The execution of the above program piece in VeLLVM gets stuck at the line 8 of the program,
while K-LLVM successfully finishes execution of it, as prescribed by the LLVM documentation.
In VeLLVM, once a pointer is cast to an integer and then stored at a memory location, the
meta provenance information for the pointer is lost. If the pointer is loaded back and used
as a pointer for communicating with the memory, the behavior is forbidden in VeLLVM.
This loss of information was also the motivation for the VeLLVM researchers to develop a C
memory model that supports integer-pointer casts [17]. In K-LLVM, we keep track of the
provenance information for the lifetime of the pointer no matter what the pointer becomes.
The details are in Sec. 4.4.
Other Work Related to the LLVM IR Semantics. There are other pieces of work that are not
meant to directly define the LLVM IR semantics but influence K-LLVM. First, Lee et al. [24]
investigated the LLVM IR undefined behaviors with no concrete semantics for all undefined
behaviors. Kang et al. [17] provided a model in C to support the inttoptr/ptrtoint
casting operations. Their work enlightened K-LLVM. However, their definition focused on
the aspect of a memory model, leaving the execution of programs as a black box. Thus,
their casting operation semantics does not work with the real LLVM IR semantics. Ellison
and Rosu [11] defined the full C semantics with a simplified version of CompCert’s model.
Chakraborty and Vafeiadis [7] provided a concurrent abstracted memory model for LLVM
IR that focused on an abstraction of the concurrent LLVM IR memory behaviors. Lee et
al. proposed a novel LLVM memory model including a data layout and memory pointer
provenance model [23]. They claimed to provide a better LLVM memory model that was
sound and performed better. However, their model targeted a very small set of LLVM IR
memory related instructions, and their abstract machine was simple. It is unclear how their
model can be extended to include the behaviors of other LLVM IR instructions, especially
the side-effects caused by interactions between different instructions, such as the additional
behaviors caused by having the readonly flag or the thread creation instruction in the
system. Compared to Lee et al.’s model, K-LLVM has a much simpler data layout and a
concrete abstract machine to support different semantic behaviors including corner cases and
side effects caused by the interaction of different instructions. Memarian et al. [36] provided
two pointer provenance models for C/C++ languages and reconciled the ISO C standard.
Similar to Lee et al.’s work, Memarian et al. focused on creating better pointer provenance
models for C instead of investigating different C instruction behaviors through a concrete
abstract machine. Without great effort, it is unclear how to build an abstract machine to
support all LLVM IR instructions based on their model.
Other Large Language Specifications. K-LLVM is a formal and executable specification,
of which many have been defined recently. Standard ML by Milner, Tofte, Harper, and
Macqueen [37] is one of the most prominent and mathematical programming language
specifications, whose formal and executable specifications were added to by Lee, Crary, and
Harper [22], VanInwegen and Gunter [15], and Maharaj and Gunter [31]. Blazy and Leroy [3]
verified an optimizing compiler based on CLight in CompCert. Large language specifications
have been defined in K, including C [11], PHP [13], JavaScript [38], and Java [5]. A lot
of work has been done on formalized specifications in Java and C#: Eisenbach’s formal
Java semantics [9] and Syme’s HOL semantics [43] for Drossopoulou, the C# standard by
Börger et al. [6], which is formally executable and uses abstract state machines [14], and
the executable Java specification by Farzan et al. [12]. We cannot list all of the interesting
examples of formalized language specifications in this paper for space reasons.
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Our mechanized specification of K-LLVM shares many of the difficult challenges faced
by the works described above and involves many new ones, due to the complex and dynamic
nature of K-LLVM. They are detailed in later sections.
3 Background and Challenges
Below we discuss the major challenges that needed to be faced when developing K-LLVM.
Additionally, we introduce briefly LLVM IR programs, K-LLVM and K.
3.1 A Taste of LLVM IR Programs and Assumptions on LLVM IR
The LLVM language (LLVM IR) is a statically and strongly typed, assembly-like, Static
Single Assignment (SSA) based language. It has undefined behaviors but the undefinedness is
well documented. The LLVM language itself does not have operations or libraries to support
multi-threaded behaviors, but LLVM IR’s structure is highly related to the C/C++ library.
LLVM IR basically assumes a runtime environment of C++. LLVM IR also contains a set of
functions comprising an intrinsic library, in which part of the standard C library is included.
It also relies on other functions in the stdlib.h header. For example, it needs dynamic
memory management functions such as malloc, realloc and free to provide heap memory
access, as well as functions dealing with the environment such as abort, exit and system.
Furthermore, it needs functions listed in the stdio.h header to provide I/O support, as well
as library functions from the Pthread and Pthread-mutex libraries to provide threading and
mutual exclusion behaviors. These functions are not strictly part of the LLVM IR listed in
the documentation but we define them anyway.
The current LLVM IR can be viewed as “C- -”. Except function bodies, most features in
C can be found in LLVM IR, such as global variables, struct datatypes, function headers
and different flags for global variables or functions, etc. The main difference between LLVM
IR programs and C programs are the function bodies, a.k.a. expressions. The LLVM IR
expressions are register-based, SSA based and assembly-like. These features eliminate the
undefinedness of the evaluation order in an LLVM IR program. We show some examples of
LLVM IR expressions in Figure 1 to provide a taste of LLVM IR. These expressions are used
throughout the whole paper. We believe that these expressions are enough to show the key
features of LLVM IR and the construction of LLVM IR programs based on these expressions
and other components ( function headers, global variables and modules, etc) can be easily
found in the LLVM documentation. This is also the reason we refer to these expressions as
“programs” in the rest of the paper.
LLVM IR distinguishes local variables from global variables. Variables starting with the
character % are local ones, while those starting with the character @ are global. Global
variables can only have a pointer type. Any number following the character i in LLVM IR,
such as i32 or i1, means an integer type declaration with the size of the bits. i32* refers to
a 32-bit integer pointer type declaration. Instructions starting with the keyword icmp are the
integer comparison operators. With the keyword eq, the instruction %r8 = icmp eq i64
%r7 , 47244640267 tests whether the value in the variable %r7 and 47244640267 are the
same and stores the result to the variable %r8 . The “;” operation allows users to put
comments after a line of code.
Program-A does several pointer arithmetic operations and memory operations. Several
key observations about LLVM IR are made here. First, getelementptr is a memory address
calculation operation and has an inbounds flag. No previous work has formally defined the
behavior of flags of getelementptr. The definition of inbounds is hard because it not only
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Program-A :
1 %r1 = call i8* @malloc (i64 12)
2 %r2 = bitcast i8* %r1 to [3 x i32]*
3 store [3 x i32] [i32 0, i32 0, i32 0], [3 x i32]* %r2
4 %r3 = getelementptr inbounds [3 x i32], [3 x i32]* %r2 , i64 0, i32 1
5 %u1 = getelementptr inbounds [3 x i32], [3 x i32]* %r2 , i64 -1, i32 4 ;poison value.
6 %u2 = getelementptr inbounds i8, i8* %r1 , i64 3
7 %u3 = load i8, i8* %u2
8 %u4 = ptrtoint i8* %u3 to i64
9 %u5 = add i64 %u4 , 1
10 %u6 = inttoptr i64 %u5 to i8*
11 %u7 = load i8, i8* %u6
12 %r4 = bitcast i32* %r3 to [2 x i32]*
13 store [2 x i32] [i32 11, i32 11], [2 x i32]* %r4
14 %r5 = ptrtoint [2 x i32]* %r4 to i64
15 %r6 = inttoptr i64 %r5 to i64*
16 %r7 = load i64, i64* %r6 ;read back the two i32 array as an i64 value 47244640267.
17 %r8 = icmp eq i64 %r7 , 47244640267
18 br i1 %r8 , label %next , label %exit
19 next :
20 %r9 = inttoptr i64 100 to i32*
21 %r10 = getelementptr inbounds i32, i32* %r9 , i64 0 ;poison value.






store atomic i32 42, i32* @x monotonic, align 1




store atomic i32 1, i32* @y monotonic, align 1





store i32 42, i32* @x




store i32 1, i32* @y
%b = load i32, i32* @x
...
Program-E :
%r1 = call i8* @malloc (i64 12)
%r2 = ptrtoint i8* %r1 to i32




%a = load i32, i32* @x
%r = call i32 @pthread_create (i32 ()* @f ,...)
...
Thread-2 :
define i32 () @f {
store i32 1, i32* @x
return 0
}
Figure 1 LLVM IR Example Programs.
affects the final result but also affects every intermediate result of computing the memory
address. For example, in Program-A, %u1 (line 5) is a poison value because we have inbounds
in the getelementptr, and the second index is i64 -1, which makes the intermediate result
out-of-bounds. Even though the final result is in bounds because we add back numbers, the
inbounds still makes the final result a poison value. We talk about our definition of the
getelementptr operation in Section 4.4. Second, as we mentioned in Section 2, LLVM IR
views the main memory as having no type. We can store an array [11, 11] (line 13) and
magically get back the i64 value 47244640267 (line 16). This has effects on defining the
K-LLVM type system, which will be explained in Section 4.1. Finally, executing Program-A
in K-LLVM stops at the line 22. It is an unspecified behavior in LLVM IR to read data
from a memory location pointed to by a pointer that was not properly created. This has
not been properly defined by previous work, especially the definition of a memory operation
combined with casting and pointer arithmetic operations. More details are in Section 4.4.
Program-B and Program-C distinguish between a non-atomic and atomic memory operation.
Thanks to our K-LLVM virtual machine definition, we are able to produce the race caused
by two non-atomic operations in two different threads. Additional details are in Section 4.
While maintaining sequential consistency, the execution of Program-D could result in a race
on @x because of the special instruction execution order of LLVM, which the K-LLVM
abstract machine models. More details are in Section 4.2. Program-E is an example for
showing the usage of the K symbolic execution engine in Section 5.
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After reading the programs in Figure 1, questions about the memory locations and
memory alignments may come to mind. Memory implementation is very complicated in real
world programming languages. LLVM IR does not actually fix a special implementation
of memory addresses. For simplicity, we assume in this paper that there is a one-to-one
mapping from natural numbers to memory addresses, and a memory chunk is always in a
range that can be defined between a left and a right integer bound. The memory addresses
refer to conceptual memory byte data. Conceptual memory bytes are not actual byte data –
details are in Section 4.3. LLVM IR also allows setting up alignments for different types,
memory endianness and address space information by using target datalayout. Although
we have implemented these features in K-LLVM, for simplicity, we assume in this paper that
alignments, paddings for structs and address spaces never cause a problem in calculating
memory addresses or type checking, and we assume little-endian byte-order. Finally, we
assume that the heap size is infinite while the stack for each function is finite and has a
maximum bound, and if a stack overflows in a thread, the whole system reaches an error
state. We believe that assuming a max bound on the stack is an advantage of K-LLVM over
previous formal semantics of LLVM IR. In the LLVM documentation, some stack intrinsic
functions and function flags (probe-stack/safestack) indicates that function stacks has
max bounds. The implementation of K-LLVM stacks is introduced in the descrition of the
abstract machine (Sec. 4.2).
3.2 Challenges
Here we introduce some challeges that the development of K-LLVM faces.
Sheer Size of LLVM IR. The first challenge is the sheer size and precision of LLVM IR.
With respect to instructions, LLVM IR has more than 60 operators and 100 intrinsic library
functions. Some operators have complex rules or different requirements according to the
input. For example, store operators can be either non-atomic or atomic, and atomic store
operators have six different orderings. All of these require different semantic rules. The
previous work only defined some of the operators, or some of their features. No previous
work has defined the massive number of intrinsic library functions. K-LLVM defines all the
LLVM operations and intrinsic functions. We handle this challenge through a special heavily
testing strategy to define K-LLVM described in Sec. 5.
Subtlety of Well-formedness. In LLVM IR, the subtlety of various instructions and the well-
formedness of instructions are often directly connected with the semantics of the instructions
in a particular place in a given program. The syntactic nature of even a single instruction
is determined by the semantic context. For example, the getelementptr operator allows
indices to be integer local variables if the pointer input is an array pointer. However, if
it is a struct pointer, LLVM IR requires the indices to be integer constants that can be
statically reduced to integer values. These two types can be mixed together in a single usage
of getelementptr in an LLVM IR program. Another example is that the input containing
a decimal representation of a floating-point constant needs to be exact. This means that
the value 1.1 cannot be a valid constant for floating-point operators in LLVM IR because it
cannot be precisely represented by a finite floating point number, and LLVM IR requires the
compilers to LLVM IR to round the float to a hexadecimal format. This is an error in Clang
(the LLVM compiler).
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Detailed Low-Level Features. As we mentioned in Section 1, it is not feasible to gloss
over the details of LLVM IR’s low-level features, such as how to represent integers, floats
and pointers. The effects are easily felt when we combine casting operations with memory
operations. It is a common source of confusion among LLVM IR users, and thus, a common
source of bugs. We also need to admit the fact that memory locations are highly related
to integer behaviors; so converting pointers to integers, doing certain arithmetic on them,
and converting them back to pointers are valid program exercises within a memory chunk
created by a malloc operation. This brings us a big challenge. For example, in Program-A
(Fig. 1), we cannot use pointer %r9 to store data to the main memory (line 22), even if it
is accidentally at the right range of a memory chunk, because %r9 is not a valid pointer
according to the LLVM IR pointer-aliasing rule. Defining a data structure to capture the
behaviors covering all corner cases is one of the key contributions of K-LLVM. In addition,
it is important to admit that the low-level structure of LLVM IR is based on bits and bytes;
as well as the integer, float and pointer calculations are based on two’s compliments, IEEE
754, and integer pointer calculations.
Instructions Having Side-effects on Subsequent Instructions. Some instructions may
cause side-effects on subsequent instructions depending on their behaviors. For example,
in Program-A (Fig. 1), one can use the pointer %r4 to access memory because it was a
subsequent computation result of the pointer %r1 from a malloc function, while %r9 cannot
be used to access memory data because it is from an integer constant. Defining these
complicated side-effects requires new ideas. In addition, LLVM IR instructions can have very
different requirements for different computer components. This complicates the design of
different components of the K-LLVM abstract machine.
As we solved these challenges, we tried our best to define all language features in
K-LLVM.
3.3 The K Framework
K [42] is a rewrite-based, executable semantic framework in which programming languages,
type systems and formal analysis tools can be defined. K-LLVM is independent of K.
However, the implementation of K-LLVM in K follows the mathematical definition closely,
and some K tools are useful for supporting the usage of K-LLVM. Once a language
semantics is built, one can use kompile to see if it has static type problems and to generate
an interpreter, so that users can use krun with the interpreter to test their semantics by
actual concrete programs. ksearch allows users to search traces of multi-threaded programs
based on the interpreter. The symbolic engine of ksearch and the program equivalence
checker in K allow users to compare two sets of traces from two different symbolically
executed multi-threaded programs to see if their outputs are the same. Additional discussion
is presented in Section 5.
4 K-LLVM Semantics
In this section, we define the semantics of K-LLVM. It is divided into two parts: the
K-LLVM static semantics (Sec. 4.1) and the K-LLVM dynamic semantics (Sec. 4.2 to
Sec. 4.4). In this paper, we focus on parts of the descriptions of the static and dynamic
semantics. We mainly discuss the general process and the type checking stage of the static
semantics; as well as the general (sequentially consistent) abstract machine structure and
memory operation specifications of the dynamic semantics. Other interesting details are in
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our technical report and K formalization [26]. Some important features of K-LLVM are
based on VeLLVM [45]. For example, the K-LLVM formalization of SSA and Phi functions
is very similar to the one in VeLLVM. The comparison of the work and K-LLVM is in Sec. 2.
4.1 K-LLVM Static Semantics
When giving the semantics of LLVM IR, K-LLVM uses two different ASTs, a front-end AST
(FAST) and a back-end AST (BAST). The syntax of LLVM IR 6.0.0, which is documented
in the website http://releases.llvm.org/6.0.0/docs/LangRef.html, is directly parsed
into the FAST. We have formally defined the LLVM IR 6.0 syntax in K, and it parses any
LLVM IR program into the FAST format. K-LLVM static semantics refers to the LLVM IR
behaviors that happen at compilation time. For an LLVM IR program, parsing is not enough
to rule out unqualified programs. After parsing, a series of checks need to be performed on an
LLVM IR program, including well-typedness, static single assignment, and well-formedness.
The K-LLVM static semantics implementation applies these checks and rule out unqualified
programs. It also translates a FAST program into a representation in the BAST format as
first defined in [10], which is passed to the dynamic semantics for execution. Figure 2 depicts
the phases in the K-LLVM static semantics.
Figure 2 Static Semantics of K-LLVM.
Here we first sketch the functionality of each phase, and then focus on the type checking
phase. More information can be found in the technical report [26]. The purpose of the
preprocessing phase is to simulate the LLVM compilation steps that happen in the linkage
time, including joining all modules from different files and dealing with global variables. The
constant expression rewriting phase reduces LLVM IR constant expressions to values. After
type checking, the transformation phase translates a program in FAST to a form in BAST.
The validity checks phase applies well-formedness checks to the BAST program code, such as
ensuring the code is in Static Single Assignment (SSA) form. We have proved the following
theorem about the K-LLVM type system.
Type Checking. This step emulates the behaviors of LLVM IR type checking for the
functions in LLVM IR modules. LLVM IR is a relatively strongly-typed language, and its
type system is very straightforward. The K-LLVM type checking process is a complete
implementation of the LLVM IR type system listed in its documentation. The input for
the K-LLVM type checking function is a term and its type; the function outputs true if
the term has been type checked and has the input type, and false otherwise. "Relatively
strongly-typed" here means that the type system of LLVM IR guarantees the type preservation
property, i.e., a typed value produced from a typed LLVM IR expression is compatible with
the size of the value in runtime, and any later usage of the value will not result in a type
error or size error if there is a move (usage). However, the program still has the chance
of going wrong in the case of other problems, such as division by zero. in Program-A in
Figure 1, every line of code except store and br instructions assigns a value to a variable.
After type checking, each variable has a type. %r1 has type i8* (line 1) and %r2 has type
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[3 x i32]* (line 2). If we eliminate line 2 and replace the variable %r2 in line 3 with %r1 ,
the line results in a type error. In addition, there is also a chance that a correctly typed
LLVM IR program is never executed since the execution of an LLVM IR program depends on
the runtime environment setting. For example, The abstract machine in K-LLVM (Sec. 4.2)
is parameterized by the function stack size. Users are free to set the size to 0, in which no
program can be executed in any step.
%struct.RT = type {i8, [10 x [20 x i32]], i8}
getelementptr inbounds %struct.RT , %struct.RT * %u ,i64 0,i32 add (i32 1, i32 0), i32 %x
Figure 3 A Type Example.
There are some tricky cases of the type system. In Figure 3, we show a getelementptr
instruction on a struct type. For a struct, the value of the index for the getelementptr
affects the type result of the final value of an instruction, because every position in a
struct can have different type. Type checking a getelementptr relies on executing part
of the semantics of the getelementptr arguments. That is why some index values of
getelementptr that are associated to struct type positions are required to be inferred
statically. This means that such positions can contain neither local nor global variables,
even if a constant expression (no variables inside) is allowed. For other non-struct index
positions, variables are allowed, such as the x getelementptr in Figure 3.
LLVM IR takes the view that values stored in the memory have no types, and that
memory instructions will always produce values of the prescribed types. In fact, LLVM
IR does not have a clear idea of main memory. It does not even have a built-in memory
allocation instruction, instead, it relies on Standard-C library to provide such instructions.
It basically assumes that the memory machine as a black box, and every memory request
is valid as long as the size of the requested data matches the size of its type, the memory
pointer is not out-of-range, and there is no race. In addition, one can have a correctly typed
program where the result value produced by the program does not make sense. For example,
loading an i31 value from a heap field that is previously stored as an i30 value is unspecified.
To support the type system, K-LLVM assumes that each of the poison value and undefined
value is implemented as a family of constructs, one for each type (ASTs as undef (Type)
and poisonValue (Type)). Combining all these features of LLVM IR type system, we have
shown the following type preservation theorem (the proof sketch is in the technical report
[26]):
I Theorem 1. Assuming every load returning a value in a type prescribed in the load
instruction, the program is well-typed by the K-LLVM type system, and the program
executes at least one step, then every register and every return value of the program will be
of the type assigned during the type checking.
The statement about the loading value in the theorem refers to that every load instruction
reads a value that is previously stored with a proper type matching the load instruction, i.e.,
no having the case such as loading an i31 value from a heap field that is previously stored as
an i30 value. The theorem assumes that every LLVM IR program can make a move, and it
does not guarantee that the execution of a type-correct program has at least one move. After
a program has been checked and transformed through the K-LLVM static semantics, the
transformed BAST program is ready for execution by the K-LLVM dynamic semantics.
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4.2 The K-LLVM Abstract Machine
As we mentioned in Section 1, the semantics of the execution of the LLVM IR programs
in K-LLVM described is via an abstract machine. There are three reasons for this. First,
it is a concise way to define all features and aspects of the LLVM IR semantics. LLVM
IR is a programming language that connects different computer resources through many
different instructions. The best way to model these different features is to design a computer-
like mathematical entity which simulates them. Second, the abstract machine is designed
to emulate real world computer components. Often, mathematical abstract machines are
complicated and confusing. The K-LLVM abstract machine execution is easy for users
to follow since they can relate it to real world computer components. Third, our abstract
machine is modular; as a consequence, it is also extendable. In previous language semantics,
designers either only define straight-line single-threaded instruction behaviors or only define
a subset of all instructions with complete concurrent behaviors. Once concurrent behaviors
are introduced, a single instruction’s semantics can affect the whole semantic universe forcing
designers to update all existing instruction semantics to handle any side-effects. The design
of the K-LLVM abstract machine allows us to focus on designing one feature at a time
in isolation. Additionally, because of the modular design, the abstract machine can be
easily updated to support progressive concurrent features. For example, we update the
byte-wise sequential consistency model in this paper to a model containing the full LLVM IR
concurrency features in our corresponding technical report [26], without modifying a single
instruction semantic rule, and only changing transition rules for describing how to maintain
the execution order in the continuation and toCommit component of each thread.
Figure 4 Component Relations in the K-LLVM Memory Layout Structure.
Figure 4 describes the overall structure of the K-LLVM abstract machine and the
interactions of different components. The arrows show the direction of messages passing
between the main components. A rounded dashed component means a program state entity
that might contain other component structures, while a square component means a program
state entity whose content is an integer, list, set, map, etc. The K-LLVM abstract machine
is independent of the platform in which we implement the machine. At the top level, the
abstract machine can be thought of as a set of threads communicating with a set of memory
caches, and a global control unit provides global information for threads. As a simplifying
assumption to achieve byte-wise sequential consistency, we assume the memory cache set is
a singleton set, so we will refer to this cache as the memory cache in the rest of the paper.
The globalControl component represents the global control unit containing several sub-
components storing information about threads, such as thread identifier calculation, thread
final states and mutex lock information. We will see an example of using this information in
Section 5. There are several components in each thread as shown in the left side of Figure 4.
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In Section 4.1, we said that a LLVM IR program is compiled to a list of BAST control
flow graphs (CFGs) for execution. The continuation component represents a dynamically
executing CFG; it contains a sequence of dynamic basic blocks of instructions to be executed.
A thread executes one instruction at a time, i.e., the first instruction in the first block.
Thread execution is modeled by consuming instructions as they are executed and possibly
inserting a new basic block after the current block during loop execution.
For each thread, the control component includes registers, a stack, flags, and
currInst components. The registers component is a map from local variables to values.
We introduce how we represent values in the next section. The stack component records
function call stack frames for context switching in LLVM IR based on call and return
instructions. Each stack also contains fields for local memory allocations in a function directed
by the alloca instruction. The K-LLVM stack implementation is not a simple mapping.
Each K-LLVM function stack has a maximum allowed allocation space, and stack overflow
leads to an error state. Every time when a function is called, a memory range is actually
created in the heap for storing the function stack information. This implementation allows us
to implement some LLVM IR flags such as “inalloca”, and also some extra tools built on top
of K-LLVM (as a future work) to track stack buffer overflows such as AddressSanitizer
and SAFECode. The flags component contains the set of function header flags describing
the function that is currently executing. For example, the readonly flag tells the LLVM
compiler that the function will never produce memory write operations, and this need to be
reflected in the execution semantics; see Section 4.4 for a complete semantics. The currInst
component contains a dynamic block number and instruction number pair representing the
unique identifier for the currently executing instruction. Dynamic block numbers are basically
timestamps and uniquely identify each execution of a basic block; when a new basic block
of instructions is put into the continuation component, a new such number is associated
with the block. Instruction numbers can be assigned statically, e.g., using textual order in
the LLVM IR file. For example, the numbers on the left side of Program-A (Fig. 1) are a
possible instruction numbering.
The currInst pair allows us to modularly add new concurrent behaviors to the K-LLVM
abstract machine. Even though our model assumes byte-wise sequential consistency in this
paper, the machine has potential for additional concurrent behaviors. When dispatching a
memory instruction, a thread need not wait for the instruction commit before proceeding. For
example, a thread will not wait for a load instruction to write values to registers. Instead,
it moves on and marks the specific register as unavailable. If the next instruction needs the
register value, the thread component blocks. Otherwise, the thread continues to execute
instructions. The currInst pair identifies a specific instruction and corresponding register
during write back. The example Program-D (Fig. 1) shows how this feature can affect program
execution in practice. Without this mechanism, the load instruction in Thread-1 always
happens before the store in Thread-2. With this mechanism, an observer can observe the
value 1 or even a race on @x . This example is the motivation of having the abstract machine
in K-LLVM even though its memory model assumes byte-wise sequential consistency in
this paper. K-LLVM is mainly used to verify LLVM compiler steps, and verifying programs
containing library functions is a key verification component. The pthread_create function
in Program-D is a library function and its functionality should contain fences to prevent
the behavior of executing Program-D described above. The abstract machine mechanism in
K-LLVM allows to prove that a particular implementation of pthread_create does not have
harmful behaviors like the one above; whereas otherwise we do not have a mechanism to
verify such library function usage in a program.
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The toCommit and readBack components in a thread are to deal with memory instructions,
and they also act as interface communicating with the memory cache. From the memory point
of view, all it knows about memory requests from each thread are from the two components.
In this sense, they belong to the memory model of the K-LLVM abstract machine, even
though they are located in each thread. The toCommit component is implemented as a queue
that receives memory operations from continuation and then sends them to the memory
cache in order. The readback component is implemented as a map and represents the
intermediate step of getting back a value from a memory-read from the memory cache and
assigning the value to registers. These components are needed to distinguish between memory
instructions and their corresponding execution. Another reason is the need to simulate the
difference between the non-atomic and atomic memory operations in LLVM IR. LLVM IR
assumes that each non-atomic memory write or read operation accesses a single byte of data
in the memory cache at a time, while an atomic operation accesses several bytes at once. By
breaking down the execution of non-atomic store and load instructions into possibly several
memory operations, we are able to capture potential races in a multi-threaded program.
The memory cache has a fixed structure in K-LLVM, which is listed on the right side of
Figure 4. The memOpList component stores the memory operations from different threads,
in order to allow the interleaving of memory operations from different threads. The byteMap
component is a function that maps a memory location to a byte of data. A memory write
operation in K-LLVM stores an array of bytes in the byteMap component. While byteMap
represents the entire memory cache, a memory chunk refers to a continuous memory region
in byteMap and is allocated by a global memory initialization or local memory allocation.
An object component stores metadata for a specific memory chunk. Each object contains
a range component indicating the range of the chunk in the whole memory domain (as
keys of byteMap), an alignment component with alignment information, a size component
with the size of the chunk in bytes, and an objType component indicating if the memory
chunk is static or not. The complete and race components are used to record the status
of the operations accessing the memory chunk. According to the LLVM IR documentation,
non-atomic memory operations should access a memory range one byte at a time. When
a non-atomic memory operation is accessing a memory chunk at the same time as another
memory write operation, a race occurs, and the result is undef. The complete and race
components are used to record this status and give the result. The implementations of
the byteMap and object components are used to represent the low-level memory layout
structures in LLVM IR. The reasons to have these components are indicated in Sec. 2. We
summarize them here. The key requirement of having these components in K-LLVM is to
enable a "heavy-weight" pointer provenance model that can carry provenance information for
pointers in every place under the multi-threaded environment, while keeping components
independent and only communicating through observable "official" channels. We believe that
storing metadata on a per-chunk basis is the best way to implement the LLVM IR memory
layout model to maximize the concurrent memory access behaviors allowed by LLVM IR.
We have briefly described the different components of the K-LLVM abstract machine
above. The details of the implementations of each component can be found in our imple-
mentation [26]. In the following sections, we will introduce some detailed implementation
aspects related to memory accesses. The full LLVM IR concurrency model can also be found
in the technical report [26].
4.3 K-LLVM Data Layout
In this and the next sections, we introduce a portion of the K-LLVM abstract machine in
depth, especially, the components and rules related to executing memory related instructions.
The manner in which data layout and memory layout are implemented inK-LLVM facilitates
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the precise semantics of many language features of LLVM IR while maintaining a concise
abstract machine for the execution semantics. In this section, we introduce the implementation
of register and memory location values in K-LLVM and example rules using these values.
The need for two different kinds of values arises as from the fact that memory only sees
values as a sequence of bytes, while instructions see registers as holding compound data. We
describe these two kinds in Figure 5, and we also show some example rules using these data.
In Figure 5, rules connected by a ⇒ operator mean that the transition from the left hand
side to the right hand side happens in the beginning of a continuation component. There is
an implicit rule saying that every transition happening in the beginning of a continuation
also happens globally. More complex transition rules are introduced in Fig. 7. The add and
icmp eq are instructions in LLVM IR appearing here in the concrete syntax.
The undef value for a Bit datum exists due to undefinedness of LLVM IR. In LLVM
IR, if an integer that is not a multiple of the length of a byte (like a 23-bit integer), and is
stored to the memory, then the values for the extra bits generated during the process are
undefined (undef). A memory location value is implemented by the Byte type. In addition
to having eight Bit data, each Byte datum contains a range attribute (Range Option) and
a flag attribute (Range State). If a Byte datum represents a part of a pointer, the range
attribute is the left and right edges of the memory range to which the pointer points, and
if not then none. If a Byte datum represents a part of a pointer, and the pointer is the
result from a getelementptr instruction with a inrange flag, the flag attribute is the left
and right edges of the memory range that the inrange flag defines. If the pointer does not
come from a getelementptr instruction, the flag attribute is none. If a getelementptr
generates an error due to mixing of inrange flags, the flag attribute records the error. We
will see more about the inrange flag of a getelementptr in the paragraph describing store
instruction semantics below. We want to have these two attributes associated with a Byte
datum because we want to provide pointer provenance, so that when a pointer is cast to an
integer or stored to the memory cache, it does not lose side-effect information, such as what
is the memory field the pointer points to. The real data structure of Byte data in K-LLVM
has more fields including information about block address information, endianness, and if a
pointer datum is pointing to a heap, stack, or static constant memory chunk. For simplicity,
we do not include them here, and assume the bytes are in little-endian format. We also
assume no distinction between heap and stack pointers here, even though we have distinct
implementations for each in K-LLVM.
Bit ::= 1 | 0 | undef Range ::= range(Nat , Nat) ′a State ::= Error | ′a Option
Byte ::= byte(Bit List , Range Option , Range State)
Loc ::= loc(Bit List , Type , Range Option , Range State)
Int ::= intLoc(Bit List , Type , Range Option , Range State)
Float ::= floatLoc(Bit List , Type , Range Option , Range State)
(a) add T intLoc(X,A1 ,B1 ,C1), intLoc(Y ,A1 ,B2 ,C2)
⇒ intLoc(bitAdd(T,X,Y), A1 , judge(B1 ,B2), judge(C1 ,C2))
(b) icmp eq T loc(X,A1 ,B1 ,C1), loc(Y ,A1 ,B2 ,C2) ⇒ intLoc([X = Y], i1,none,none )
Figure 5 Memory Data Structure.
For register values, we only introduce integer, float and pointer values here. The description
of other register values can be found in the K-LLVM semantics implementation [26]. Any
of the integer (Int), float (Float) or pointer (Loc) data contains a Bit list, a Type field
representing the type of the datum, a range attribute and a flag attribute. The Bit list
represents the binary format of the value for the datum being either an integer, float (in
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the IEEE 754 format) or memory address. The size of the list is equal to the size of the
integer/float/pointer type defined for the data (the pointer size is parameterized inK-LLVM).
We assume that all integer, float and pointer arithmetic is based on the computation of
binary representations, even though we might show decimal representations in some examples
in this paper for presentation purpose. The range and flag attributes have meaning that is
closely related to the ones in a Byte datum, as we will explain below.
The reason for making the register and memory data structure so complicated is that
K-LLVM covers the relatively complete semantics of LLVM IR including corner cases of
not only the individual instruction semantics but also the interactions between casting,
arithmetic and memory related instructions in LLVM IR. Hence, the pointer provenance
information needs to be available both in the threads and the memory cache. In K-LLVM,
the provenance information is stored in the value representation to enable three features of
LLVM IR that require execution decisions based on the past history of the value. First, there
are flags (inrange), which require the possibility of turning the transition state to an error
state in executing a memory instruction long after the computation of a getelementptr
with the flags. Second, a pointer is valid for accessing a memory datum if and only if it is
created from a non-free memory allocation, or it is the result of a finite number of memory
computations based on a non-free memory allocation pointer, and its pointing memory field
is within the memory range of the allocated chunk. Third, an error should be detected
when an execution is accessing memory data by a pointer cast from an integer value whose
calculation never involves values cast from pointers, even if the integer has the same value as
the memory address of a valid pointer.
The two rules (a) and (b) in Fig. 5 give an example describing how an arithmetic
instruction is executed in K-LLVM based on the data structure described above. In
evaluating an LLVM IR add instruction (rule (a)), the value computation happens between
the Bit lists of two data (bitAdd adding two binary numbers together). The function judge
merges two range or flag attributes from possibly two different data that possibly come from
two pointer sources. The judge details are in the actual K-LLVM semantics implementation
[26]. Here, we give some interesting examples. If a pointer is cast to a integer constant (with
the range attribute [L,R]) and added to another integer constant (with the range attribute
none), the judge produces a memory range from the pointer in the range attribute of the
result datum. If the two range attributes of two intLocs have two different memory ranges
(like [L,R] 6= [S ,T]), the judged result is none. If two flag attributes of two data have two
different memory ranges, in this case, judge produces an error state in the flag attribute of
the result datum; and if the result datum is further turned into a pointer, and is used to
read memory data, the program results in unspecified behavior. Rule (b) gives an example
of a comparison instruction that discards the pointer information and produces a pure 1-bit
integer constant. Depending on the instruction, including the nature of its arguments, pointer
information might or might not be transmitted along with the result of the calculation.
4.4 Sample Instruction Semantics
In this section, we introduce semantic rules supporting memory related instructions in K-
LLVM. The set of memory related instructions we select to describe here contains LLVM IR
casting, address calculation (getelementptr) and memory instructions, as well as memory
related flags on the function headers. K-LLVM is the first formal semantics to cover
all behavioral aspects (under byte-wise sequential consistency) of this set, including the
side-effects due to interactions between different instructions inside or outside of the set.
Under the byte-wise sequential consistency assumption, the behaviors of different orderings in
an atomic memory operation collapses to the behavior of the sequentially consistent (seqcst)
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ordering. It is worth noting that there are cases when an instruction can go to an unspecified
behavior or other error states. We will not list all of those rules here, although we have
defined them in K-LLVM. Interested readers may get more details from the K-LLVM
semantics [26].
Casting Instructions. Here we describe the semantics of inttoptr and bitcast as the
highlights of the K-LLVM semantics of casting instructions in Figure 6. The other casting
instructions are implemented in a similar manner. Before K-LLVM, no complete interpreta-
tion for the LLVM IR casting operations existed, especially one supporting casting between
integers or floats and pointers. These casting instructions are hard to define because the
resulting values can vary depending on the program context for the values of the instructions.
(a) inttoptr(intLoc(X,T1 ,B,C),T2)⇒ loc(trunc(X,sizeof(T1) - sizeof(T2)),T2 ,B,C)
if sizeof(T1) ≥ sizeof(T2)
(b) inttoptr(intLoc(X,T1 ,B,C),T2)⇒ loc(addZero(sizeof(T2) - sizeof(T1))@X,T2 ,B,C)
if sizeof(T1) < sizeof(T2)
(c) bitcast(Label(X,T1 ,B,C),T2)⇒ rebuild(X,T2 ,B,C)
if ¬isPointerType(T1) ∧ Label ∈ {intLoc, floatLoc}
(d) bitcast(loc(X,T1 ,B,C),T2)⇒ loc(X,T2 ,B,C)
Figure 6 Casting Rules.
In Figure 6, rules (a) and (b) describe the semantics of inttoptr. The main idea is
to replace the type attribute of the source intLoc with the target type. If the target type
size is smaller than (or equal to) the source one, the semantics truncates (using the trunc
function) the bits (represented by X as a list) by the difference of the sizes of the two types
starting from the most significant bit. Otherwise, we create a list of 0 bits, whose size is
the difference between the two type sizes, by using the addZero function. We place the bits
in front of the source bit list (variable X). For example, in Program-A (Fig. 1), we assume
that the code is running in a 32-bit machine and variable %r5 has the value represented by
intLoc(X , i64, B, C) in line 15. The code tries to convert the %r5 value to a pointer. The
final result pointer can be represented by loc(X ′, i64*, B, C) by taking the right-most
32-bits from X and changing the constructor from intLoc to loc.
Rules (c) and (d) describe the much simpler dynamic semantics of bitcast instructions.
Besides the memory data layout, the K-LLVM type system also contributes to the simplicity.
Once we find out that T1 is not a pointer, we can immediately infer that T2 is also not
a pointer because LLVM IR only allows pointer to pointer or non-pointer to non-pointer
bitcast. Thus, the rule (c) should take the bits (variable X) with additional attribute
information and distribute them to form a corresponding value with respect to the type T2 ,
which is what the function rebuild does. For example, if we bitcast an i24 integer (as
intLoc(X , i24, B, C)) to a three i8 integer array [3 x i8], the 24-bit list X is cut into
three equal parts (X1 , X2 and X3 ), so we have an array with three elements of the format
intLoc(Y , i8, B, C) where Y can be either X1 , X2 or X3 . Alternatively, if a bitcast
sees a Loc datum, it is immediately inferred that the casting is between two pointers, and
the only effect is the updating of the source type T1 with the target type T2 .
The Semantics of getelementptr. A getelementptr instruction is a memory address
calculation whose main idea is to calculate a memory address value based on a sequence of
indices. Section 3.1 touches on one of the special cases of getelementptr semantics. The
main idea of getelementptr is similar to the one in Zhao’s work [45]. It uses a sequence of
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indices of different types to walk incrementally into a data structure layout to calculate a
pointer to the sub-component found at the end of the path the indices describe. Here, we focus
on one particularly important feature of the instruction, the keyword inbounds, which is a flag
applied on the computation results of a getelementptr instruction. For this flag, LLVM IR
requires all the intermediate and final computation results on the address of the input pointer
are within a valid range of the allocated object pointed to by the address. In K-LLVM, we
implement this with the address computation function calGEP. The function calculates an
new address value by adding multiplication results of the index and type size to the input
address, one adding at a time. In each step, before the calculation, the function first checks
if the input address is within the range indicated by the range attribute of the input pointer.
After we compute the final address result, we also check if the memory chunk pointed to by
the input pointer still exists. For example, line 4 of Program-A (Fig. 1) is a getelementptr
instruction, and it is executed successfully in K-LLVM. However, if a memory-free for
the input pointer %r2 is added before the getelementptr, the inbounds flag makes the
instruction result in a poison value, because the memory chunk pointed to by %r2 does
not exist anymore. As another example of an inbounds flag, executing line 5 of Program-A
highlights how a poison value can be produced from a getelementptr. The index i64 -1
makes an intermediate computation result out-of-bound, so variable %u1 gets a poison value.
Another example is to execute line 21 of Program-A. The execution of this getelementptr
fails the inbounds check because its input pointer has range attribute none, so variable %r10
results in a poison value. There is also an inrange flag in a getelementptr instruction.
This flag has subsequent effects on memory instructions after the getelementptr. The flag
information is carried as the flag attribute in the pointer derived from the getelementptr
so that the succeeding memory instructions can use it. We will introduce its semantics in
the next section.
The store Semantics. We only introduce the K-LLVM store memory instructions
here; the other memory instructions are implemented in a similar manner. K-LLVM fully
implements the semantics of stores under the byte-wise sequential consistency assumption.
Specifically, K-LLVM distinguishes the non-atomic and atomic store instructions by
breaking the execution of an memory instruction into three different stages, as shown in
Figure 7. As we mentioned, we do not list negative rules, such as configurations going to an
error state when a store is performing a write operation in the memory cache, when the
memory chunk has already been freed by another thread. The rules in Figure 7 are simplified
versions of the actual K-LLVM rules. The information and handling about address spaces
and memory alignments is not mentioned here. In fact, the construct write has several fields
than one shown in the figure. On the other hand, these rules are non-trivial, and they have
enough functionality to show manner in which the K-LLVM abstract machine distinguishes
between the behaviors of atomic and non-atomic store instructions.
In Figure 7, the Exp type represents an instruction that involves in the computation
in a continuation component (Ψ in Fig. 7). We uses store and atomicStore constructs
in Figure 7 that are different from the LLVM IR concrete syntax. They are BAST format
transformed from an LLVM IR stores instruction in their simplified form here. Each of
them has three fields. The first represents the type of the value; the second is the value
to store in the memory cache and the third is the memory pointer. The write construct
represents the memory operation that a thread uses to communicate with the memory cache
and the memory cache uses to perform memory events. When a store is executed in the
continuation component (Ψ), a list of writes are generated in the toCommit component
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Key ::= (Nat,Nat,Nat) Byte List ::= toBytes(Exp,Nat)
Exp ::= store(Type,Exp,Loc) | atomicStore(Type,Exp,Loc) | write(Key,Nat,Nat,Byte List)
(a)
[X,X + sizeof(T)] ⊆ [L,R] ∧ [X,X + sizeof(T)] ⊆ [L1 ,R1]∧ readonly6∈ Θ(








[X,X + sizeof(T)] ⊆ [L,R] ∧ [X,X + sizeof(T)] ⊆ [L1 ,R1]∧ readonly6∈ Θ(


































































Figure 7 Memory Store Rules.
(∆ in Fig. 7). They have the same group ID represented as a Key type that is a triple of
the thread ID, dynamic block number, and instruction number of the store. A write also
has other fields: a natural number representing the memory address value, another natural
number representing the total size of writes from the same Key, and a list of bytes to write
to the memory. The total size is the same for different write operations with the same Key.
It is both the size of the list of writes generated by a non-atomic store and the size of bytes
of the value to write to the memory cache. An atomicStore generates a singleton write.
Before we describe the rules in Figure 7, some conventions are worth noting. Without
special greek letter illustrations on different components, a name of a component with its first
character capitalized is the variable representing the component in all rules (e.g. CurrInst
for the currInst component, and Threads for the threads component). The variable Rest
appearing in some rules in Figure 7 (and Fig. 8) represents the rest of components in a thread
or object component, which do not involve in the computation of the rules. As we have said
in Section 4.2, the K-LLVM abstract machine is for a set of threads communicating with a
single memory cache. The globalControl component is omitted in the computation here,
since we do not need it. Based on these assumptions, we define a transition state to be a
pair of a set of threads and a memory cache: (Threads,Memory). A single thread contains
five components related to memory instructions: thread-ID, currInst, continuation (Ψ),
toCommit (∆) and flag. For simplicity, we assume that a thread only contains these five
components in this section; Also, we assume that the memory cache only contains three
components: the memOpList (κ), byteMap (Γ) and objects (Ω) components. The objects
component (Ω) contains a set of object. Only three sub-components (range, race (α) and
complete (β)) in the object are related in defining the semantics of store. The math
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inclusive range [A,B] represents a set of natural number sequencing from the number A to
the number B inclusively. Finally, there are implicit rules omitted in Figure 7, suggesting
that transitions happening in a thread or the memory cache also happens globally.
Rules (a) and (b) in Figure 7 describe how an atomic store and non-atomic store
generate a list of write operations that are pushed to the toCommit component (∆) whose
job is to convey memory operations to the memory cache. The basic idea is to create a list
of writes at the end of toCommit (∆) when we have a store in the head of continuation
(Ψ). The two rules describe the cases when an inrange flag is present in the flag attribute
of the input pointer. In such cases, to execute a store not only requires for the address
value to be within the range indicated in the pointer but also for it to be in the range carried
by the inrange flag; otherwise, the whole system results in an unspecified behavior state.
In K-LLVM, there are rules similar to rules (a) and (b) dealing with pointers without
inrange flags derived by removing the checks for the inrange edges from rules (a) and (b).
Since we will use these rules in an example, we call them rules (ax) and (bx) to distinguish
them from rules (a) and (b). The function toBytes splits a value into a list of bytes (AST
in Fig. 7). The list size is defined by its natural number argument. Its functionality is
similar to the rebuild function to turn a value into a list of elements. The only difference is
that toBytes creates a list of bytes instead of values in the case of rebuild. The function
genWrites takes a list of bytes, a Key datum, a memory address, and the size of the byte
list, then generates a list of writes by distributing a byte at a time from the byte list, and
associates each byte with a memory address and other attributes. The address value is
selected in sequence from the address range between the address and the address plus the
size. Rule (b) is for dealing with atomic stores. The key difference is that it only generates
a singleton write containing the full value to be stored instead of a list. Rule (c) allows the
head element in the toCommit component (∆) of a thread to move to the tail position of the
memOpList (κ) in the memory cache.
Rules (d), (e) and (f) deal with different situations of correctly committing a write to
the byteMap (Γ). The complete component (β) in (e) and (f) is a map from a Key to a
natural number indicating how many writes have been committed to byteMap (Γ) since the
first write with the Key. The Key marks a single instruction and complete allows tracking
the process of the writes entailed by the instruction. To detect races, the race component
(α) contains Keys indicating every Key occupying the memory chunk (object) represented
by the range of the object component. The variable Size represents the number of writes
from the same Key, i.e. the same store instruction. All rules (d), (e) and (f) need to
satisfy two side conditions. The first one is the condition Addr ∈ [L,R] to locate a specific
object in the objects component (Ω) by comparing Addr with the range of the object
(L and R). In K-LLVM, an object is created by a memory allocation; thus, the ranges
of objects (Ω) are always disjoint. Any address (e.g. Addr) within a range (e.g. [L,R])
can be a key to locate the range, which in turn locates an object. The second condition
is to check if a Key is in race with other Keys in race (α) by the function isRace. The
function isRace checks if the race component (α) for the object pointed to by the memory
address value (Addr) has been occupied by another Key. If Size is 1 (rule (d)), the write
represents an atomic memory store, and writes a list of bytes (V ) to byteMap (Γ) using
the function updateMap. The function updates a range of bytes to corresponding range of
addresses in byteMap (Γ). Rule (e) is executed if two other conditions are satisfied: the
Size is not 1 and no write for this Key has yet completed. In such case, rule (e) writes a
list of bytes to byteMap (Γ) and updates the information in the race (α), and initializes the
Key in the complete component (β). Rule (f) represents the finish of the execution of a
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non-atomic store in the memory cache. In such cases, we remove the appearance of the
entities represented by variable Key in the race (α) and complete (β) components. We also
need to update byteMap (Γ) with the final write term. Besides rule (e) and (f), another
rule not listed here deals with the case when β(Key) does exist and is less than Size - 1. In
this rule, we continue to write a byte to the byteMap component (Γ) without touching the
race component (α) and incrementing the complete component (β) for Key.
(s)
( {(
ϕ,(1,13), (store([2 x i32],[11,11], loc(100,[2 x i32]*,





















































Figure 8 Memory Store Example Configuration Transitions.
As an example of applying the store rules, we focus on the store instruction in line 13
of Program-A (Fig. 1). Group (s) in Figure 8 represents the computations for executing
the first few steps of the store instruction. In these diagrams, we show the computations
as transitions from one state to another. Each transition state is a tuple of a thread set
and the memory cache. In threads, Ξ represents all threads that are not involved in the
computation. The thread we care about has a thread ID ϕ. We assume that the (1,13)
in the first state after the label (s) represents the currInst pair. In the continuation
component, we have the store instruction of line 13 (Fig. 1) on the top of the computation,
and Ψ represents the rest of the computations in continuation. For simplicity, we assume
that the toCommit and flags components are empty for thread ϕ, so they have the values []
and ∅, respectively. In the memory cache, for simplicity, we assume that memOpList is empty,
byteMap is represented by the variable Σ. The memory cache contains some objects. The Ω
in Fig. 8 represents objects not related to this store computation, and there is an object
with range value [96,108] that matters in this computation (Let’s assume that [96,108] is
the memory range created previously). We also assume that the current race and complete
components are both empty (an empty set and empty map). Υ represents the rest of the
components in the object that is not involved in the computation. The to-store data for the
store operation is an array of type [2 x i32] and value [11,11]. Here, we show these data
in decimal formats. In the real K-LLVM abstract machine, they should be in the binary
format. In this example, we assume that the memory pointer address is a natural number
100, and the range of the memory chunk pointed to by the pointer is in the range [96,108].
By applying rule (ax) above, we get a new transition state after the first “⇒” (Fig. 8).
Rule (ax) generates a list of eight bytes in the toCommit component. The first one is the
write term shown in the state, and the other seven bytes are represented by variable ∆.
The variable B inside the byte construct is an eight bit list with all of 0 bits because we
are getting the left-most eight bits of the [11,11] array. By applying rule (c), we get
the resulting state after the second “⇒”. This rule moves the write operation from the
component toCommit in thread ϕ to the empty component memOpList in the memory cache.
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Next, rule (e) is executed and we get another new state after the third “⇒”. We can see
that the components race, complete, and byteMap (Γ) are updated, and the memOpList
component becomes empty. This process keeps going until all items in toCommit have reached
byteMap (Γ).
Another example is group (t) in Figure 8. It represents the computations of the store
instruction at line 22 of Program-A (Fig. 1). In the initial state, the pointer has the range
attribute none, so the state is transitioned to an error state with the unspecifiedBehavior
indicator.
Notice that in some states in Group (s), the system might have non-deterministic choices
over transition rules. For these non-deterministic choices, we have the following important
observation, which is clearly true in K-LLVM because the toCommit and memOpList com-
ponents are in FIFO order, and each thread executes instructions in the program order in
the continuation component.
I Observation 2. Assume that a trace of memory operations is generated by observing
the order of memory operations committed to the byteMap in the memory cache. For a
valid LLVM IR program, no matter which rule the K-LLVM abstract machine chooses to
apply in a transition state if such rule correctly pattern matches the state, the memory trace
generated by executing the program is byte-wise sequentially consistent.
The readonly Function Flag. LLVM IR allows users to set flags on the function headers
that suggest that the function has certain features over memory instructions. The readonly
flag is a representative. It means that the execution of the function with the flag should not
use any memory write operations, e.g. a store instruction. If executing a function does
use a write operation, it is unspecified behavior. In Figure 4, there is a flags component
in the control component of a thread. During the static semantics step in Section 4.1, all
functions from a LLVM IR program are compiled to BAST format and stored in a database,
including function header flag information. During executing in the K-LLVM abstract
machine, when a function is called, K-LLVM context switches the control component
for the function, including the flag information called from the database and stored in the
flags component. When K-LLVM is executing a store operation, according to the store
rules (Fig. 7), K-LLVM checks if the flags contain a readonly flag. If not, the store
operation can proceed; otherwise, the whole transition state is transitioned to an error state
of unspecifiedBehavior.
We have given a general idea of how K-LLVM implements different semantic aspects
of LLVM IR here. The full details from the real K-LLVM semantics in K and another
K-LLVM abstract machine in the Isabelle implementation [26].
5 Evaluation and Applications
Evaluating K-LLVM took more than half of the development time. We used K to generate
an interpreter for K-LLVM and ran LLVM IR programs in it. We mainly used the testing
process as a tool to validate the correctness of our semantics, comprised of individual
instruction semantics and our memory models. We also developed several tools to show the
usage of K-LLVM.
Testing Process of K-LLVM. The validation of language semantics is usually accomplished
through the use of external test suites [4, 11, 13], which was also part of our strategy. We
use a large test suite to test the output of K-LLVM against Clang/Clang++. The tests are
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split into two sets. We have a set of unit test cases containing totally 1,385 medium size test
programs, and they were made in the process of defining K-LLVM. They are made to test
each individual instruction or intrinsic function listed in the LLVM documentation with the
consideration of all corner cases. We also have a set of regression test suite. There are 2,156
programs from the GCC-torture test suites. They are compiled from C to LLVM directly
without optimizations. They are used as a regression test suite to validate K-LLVM. Besides,
we also use the test suite (around 900 test cases) from previous K-Java semantics [5] as a
regression test suite to test K-LLVM. We compiled the Java test cases from Java to LLVM
without optimizations. For all of these cases, we first get the output from Clang/Clang++
for compiling a test program to machine code and executing it, and then compare the
output with the output of executing the same program by K-LLVM. For validating the
threading libraries (including mutex ones), we use the K state space exploration tool that
will be introduced later in the section. In the unit test suite, we had 128 multi-threaded
programs. We first execute them by the state space exploration tool, and get all traces
(including all syscalls/memory operations) of each individual program, and examine manually
if they are correct. The test cases and Clang bugs have been documented in the K-LLVM
implementation [26], and the bugs have been reported to the LLVM community.
The methodology for developing K-LLVM was based on a strategy named Test Driven
Development (TDD), whose basic idea is to develop tests before implementing the actual
features. LLVM IR has an official test suite, but it is hard to break it down into individual
pieces. In developing K-LLVM, the test principle is to test individual features while
coordinating new features with old defined ones. When we defined a new feature in K-
LLVM, we followed four steps. First, we read the details about the feature in the LLVM
IR documentation, and thought about how to define the static and dynamic semantics of it.
Next, we wrote out unit test cases to test the feature in the current LLVM IR implementation
(Clang/Clang++). We made sure that we covered enough corner cases by designing a good
set of new unit tests. We then defined the feature and tested it with the new unit tests,
making sure it could pass them all. Third, we added the new feature to all of the defined
unit tests to see if it caused any new problems. Finally, we tested the whole semantics with
the regression test suite (the GCC-torture and K-Java test suites) and made sure that it
passed more test cases than before and did not introduce new problems. When we developed
K-LLVM, we started by defining the static semantics for each individual feature in LLVM
IR, and made sure that all static features were validated for every variable, expression,
instruction, function and module. After that, we defined the K-LLVM memory model and
validated the correctness of the model. Following the definition of the model, we incrementally
defined the semantics of the instructions, working from those that interacted least with other
instructions and the memory such as the arithmetic and conversion instructions, through to
the branching instructions and finally those that affected the memory. Lastly, we defined
different memory operations. The distinction between the atomic and non-atomic memory
operations is particularly complicated due to the fact that we define the non-atomic memory
system to be based on reading/writing one byte at a time.
While searching for undesirable behaviors in Clang was not an objective of this project, we
found some in the process of defining the K-LLVM semantics. Mainly, we ran test programs,
and compared their outputs with those listed in the LLVM documentation. Undesirable
behaviors happened in very diverse circumstances. A large number of them related to the
fact that Clang does not place enough checks to validate what the LLVM IR documentation
suggests. In other cases, Clang has missing features. For example, one cannot cast an fp128
constant to a ppc_fp128 constant, which should be allowed. In some cases, the description
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of the LLVM documentation is not clear. For example, in describing the fptrunc and fpext
instructions, LLVM IR uses the idea of large floating point types, and allows a comparison of
two of them. However, it does not give a precise description of how to make this comparison.
In fact, we found that the two types fp128 and ppc_fp128 are not comparable, so there is
no way in LLVM IR to cast from one to the other, contrary to the documentation.
Finally, we use 128 multi-threaded programs to test the K-LLVM thread library with
ksearch. K-LLVM produced a set of behaviors that are all expected according with
respect to our thread and byte-wise sequentially consistent memory model. There are other
multi-threaded programs used for testing the full memory concurrency behaviors, which is
out-of-scope of the paper.
Morpheus on K-LLVM. We built the Morpheus tool [33] on top of K-LLVM to support
correct specifications of compiler optimizations of LLVM IR programs. The Morpheus
core language is a domain-specific one for formal specifications of program transformations.
It describes program transformations as rewrites on control flow graphs with temporal
logic (CTL) side conditions. Morpheus allows users to specify comprehensible program
optimizations including those in data flow analysis and data dependence graph analysis. Its
executable semantics allows these specifications to act as prototypes for the optimizations
themselves, so that candidate optimizations can be tested and refined before including them
in a compiler. We built Morpheus on top of K-LLVM in K, so that users are able to
specify program optimizations in LLVM IR, and test the optimizations by using K tools for
LLVM IR programs. Through the IsaK and TransK tools [28, 27], we translate K-LLVM
into a transition system in Isabelle, and merge it with the Morpheus tool in Isabelle. With
this system, we are able to prove the correctness of the optimizations in Isabelle under the
assumption that programs are executed in the K-LLVM abstract machine and a choice of
memory model. As an instance, we are able to define redundant store elimination properties
on LLVM IR programs in Isabelle under sequential consistency. With the K-LLVM abstract
machine, we have a framework for proving the correctness of the optimization for all programs
in LLVM IR in Isabelle. The finalization of the proof will be an interesting future work of
K-LLVM. The detailed semantics of Morpheus, and its union with a transition semantics
for a fragment of LLVM for use in proving properties of program transformations is in [32],
but K-LLVM came after the paper.
Detecting Undefined Behaviors. When an undefined behavior happens, K-LLVM outputs
an error state. This is particularly useful for programmers to reveal unexpected behaviors
to programmers, especially memory access errors. For example, in Program-A (Fig. 1), the
execution of the program results in a transition state with an error component containing
an unspecifiedBehavior construct (Fig. 8). This is because pointer %r9 comes from a
non-valid source. By using krun, we can see the following error message for the Program-A
execution:
$ krun program -a.ll
ERROR while executing the program .
Description : The argument pointer points to an illegal location .
Line - number : 22
For some undefined behaviors in LLVM IR, the ksearch space exploration method cannot
list all outputs. Program-E (Fig. 1) is such an example. The program is to create a memory
field, get a memory pointer, then turn the pointer to an integer and print it. The output
is a non-deterministic value with infinite many possible values. When using krun (the
single-thread execution engine in K) to execute the program, it prints out a random integer
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value depending on the runtime memory address allocation in K-LLVM. A better way to
analyze the program is to use the K symbolic execution engine. One can use ksearch with
the –symbolic flag to execute this program, and the final result is a variable representing a
integer value. One can also use the K symbolic equivalence checker to check if the executions
of two similar programs printing out variables representing the same range of integers. The
equivalence checker relies on the Z3 SMT solver to calculate if two variables representing the
same range of values.
State Space Exploration. A trivial utility of K-LLVM is state space exploration through
the ksearch tool. Users can use ksearch (actual command: krun –search) to see all
possible final results and traces of multi-threaded programs based on the automatically
generated interpreter for K-LLVM in K. This can be useful for detecting out-of-thin-air
behaviors. For example, by assuming sequential consistency, if we execute program-B (Fig. 1)
with the initial values of zero in both memory fields for pointers @x and @y, the final
results of %a and %b can never both be zero. We can also detect undefined values of a
race. According to the documentation of LLVM IR, when a non-atomic store happens, and
another memory operation from another thread is trying to access the same field, a race
happens, and the two memory operations both get undef. By using ksearch to execute
program-C (Fig. 1), we can see undef for variables %a and %b in some final results.
Additionally, the option –pattern allows us to filter the traces generated by executing
a multi-threaded program. This option can be used to detect some interesting behaviors.
For example, in K-LLVM, the globalControl component has a sub-component named
waitJoinThreads that is used to store the states when a thread is waiting to join its child
threads. If two threads in K-LLVM use the Pthread library function pthread_join to
wait for each other in a multi-threaded program, the result is a deadlock. We can use the
–pattern option with the pattern 〈M ( X |-> EDEADLK) 〉waitJoinThreads to detect if any
trace of the multi-threaded program results in a deadlock. The key word EDEADLK is a flag in
the Pthread library meaning that a thread has ended in a deadlock. Variable X represents
any thread with an unspecified thread ID.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose K-LLVM, a formal semantics of LLVM IR in K. The main
advantages of K-LLVM is its relatively completeness and its implementation via a novel
abstract machine for LLVM IR. To the best of our knowledge, K-LLVM is the most
complete formal semantics of LLVM IR. We fully define the static semantics and dynamic
semantics of LLVM IR relative to a sequentially consistent memory model. To validate its
completeness, we ran 1,385 unit testing and around 3,000 concrete test programs, all of
which K-LLVM successfully executed. K-LLVM provides guidance and reference to future
compiler developers on exactly what are permissible behaviors in running LLVM IR programs.
It also provides important piece of a framework for proving properties of compilers to or
from LLVM IR. The K-LLVM abstract machine is a concise way of specifying how each
LLVM IR instruction interacts with different computer components. In particular, K-LLVM
covers corner cases and side-effects of instruction semantics that previous work does not have,
such as the different cases of the getelementptr operators, casting operators, and memory
operators. K-LLVM also supports multi-threaded behaviors and provides users a collection
of tools, including a state-space searching tool to explore traces of their LLVM IR programs
under the assumption of sequential consistency. While this was not the main focus of this
work, we also found more than 20 bugs in the current LLVM implementation, Clang.
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In follow-on work to this paper, we have two on-going studies of K-LLVM. First, we are
trying to finalize the full LLVM IR memory model in K-LLVM, including the behaviors of
different atomic memory orderings and volatile memory accesses, with heavy testings and
proofs of its relationship with existing C++ memory models [1, 19, 20, 16, 40, 8]. Second,
we are defining a formal semantics for Haskell and verifying the correctness of the compiler
from Haskell to LLVM IR, which requires both the semantics of Haskell and the semantics of
LLVM IR as given in this paper.
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Revision Notice
This is a revised version of the eponymous paper appeared in the proceedings of ECOOP 2020
(LIPIcs, volume 166, http://www.dagstuhl.de/dagpub/978-3-95977-154-2, published in
November, 2020), in which the following changes were made:
Page 4, Section 2, the following sentence is added: “The K-LLVM semantics builds on top
of the LLVM semantics in K by Ellison and Lazar [10]. Our semantics directly extends their
work to support missing features, including a more precise memory model and concurrency”.
Page 4, the first paragraph is replaced with: “Other LLVM IR Semantics. Besides K-LLVM,
the other formal executable semantics ...... we keep track of the provenance information for
the lifetime of the pointer no matter what the pointer becomes. The details are in Sec. 4.4.”.
Page 27, the reference [10] by Chucky Ellison and David Lazar is added.
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